Then the RF voltage is reduced and finally turned off and the beam debunches. During this process microwave instabilities occur which are similar to the bunch widening (turbulence) observed in electron rings.
They lead to a blow-up of the bunch area and hence to a dilution of the phase space density. This effect limits the longitudinal density of the stacked beams and affects the performance of the ISR. 2 This microwave instability can be described as a coasting beam instability inside bunches.3 2. Microwave Instabilities (Bunch Widening)
Theoretical Description
Bunch widening or turbulence has been treated by several authors. We use here an approach first described by D (4) . From several such measurements we determined the threshold value of I/(ATy)2 and calculated the impedances with the result IZLI/n 13.5 ohms.
In a second approach we injected a fixed current and reduced the RF voltage adiabatically. According to (3) the quantity I/(ATy)2 increases in the process and can reach the threshold value. Such a measurement is shown in Fig. 2 .
These measurements were analysed the same way as the ones described before with the result IZLI/n 14.3 ohms.
Observation of high frequency signals. During debunching I/(AWT)2 is growing steadily (5).
High frequency signals can be observed directly in time domain2 or in frequency domain through a filter. The observed thresholds agree with the expectation but the results are probably less accurate since we cannot correct for the potential well. High frequency signals are also observed during voltage reduction (Fig. 3) . At a certain time a signal appears suddenly. From the effective voltage at that time and the initial bunch we again determined the impedance IZLI/n 13 ohms.
Finally, Fig. 4 shows high frequency signals appearing at injection for different frequencies and injected currents.
Due to the sharp edges of the bunches we always observe some high frequency signals which are not relevant for our investigations. For small injectEd currents these signals decay soon. Above a certain threshold current we observe additional signals which are growing. They represent the microwave instability. Fig. 4 has only a qualitative value but shows that the instability seems to occur over a large frequency range.
Results
Measurements of the microwave instability carried out under quite different conditions show that the instability seems to depend for a given IZLI, y and 1Inl on I/(ATy)2 as expected from the local stability criterion.
The average value of the high frequency (0.3-1.8 GHz) impedance divided by mode number is for the ISR |ZL /n 14 ohms.
Consequences for the ISR
According to (5) the instability will occur sooner or later during debunching.
However if the debunching is carried out inside an already existing stacked beam, the effect can be reduced since the wall "sees" in first approximation only the difference between the density in the bunches and the density of the surrounding unbunched beam.
This effect is called "shielding"
and is used for high-density stacking. 
